
SDIACT-063 Science Gateway User Count - Integrated 
Testing Plan 

Overview  
Testing plan for products delivered by the following activities: 

● SDIACT-063 Science Gateway User Count 
 
Testing plan touches the following production baseline components. 

● The version of gateway_submit_attributes to test is 1.0. 

Packages  
● gateway_submit_attributes 

Documentation and Installation instructions  
● Install and configure gateway_submit_attributes as documented in INSTALL file in 

package above.  

Assumptions 
● The tester will need root access (ability to edit /etc/sudoers) on a machine for deploying 

gateway_submit_attributes scripts.  
● The gateway_submit_attributes user XDCDB password will need to be set during the 

installation. Obtain the password from the testing lead who should obtain it from Leo 
Carson <lcarson@sdsc.edu>.  

Defect, issue, and risk reporting  
● Any issues at the testing phase should be reported to “yuma@iu.edu”, 

“marpierc@iu.edu”, “navarro@mcs.anl.gov”, “lcarson@sdsc.edu”, and 
“ssmallen@sdsc.edu” .  

Test Environment 
To verify gateway_submit_attributes is correctly installed and operational, the following is 
required:  

Package (gateway_submit_attributes)  
Available at https://software.xsede.org/svn/sdi/activities/sdiact-
063/trunk/Packages/gateway_submit_attributes-1.0.tgz 



gateway_submit_attributes should be configured on the target testing machines to impersonate 
a real production XSEDE resources by placing the name of the machine being impersonated in 
the ctss_resource.conf file.  
The gateway_submit_attributes script will be tested as the user performing the test, and as at 
least one other non-privileged user.  
    
The account used for testing should match valid user accounts on the machine being 
impersonated.  
  

Test Script (simulate_bulk_test) 
Runs a set of submission tests.       

Target platforms 
● CentOS 6 
● SLES 11 

Tests  

Test 1: Install and confirm that gateway_submit_attributes is properly installed  
Description: simply execute the gateway_submit_attributes command as a non-privileged user 
to get a brief help message.  
 
Prerequisites: 

● gateway_submit_attributes successfully installed with sudo permissions correctly 
configured  

Steps:  
1. As a non-privileged user, run the following command 

 
$ <full path to install dir>/gateway_submit_attributes 

 
Results: a brief help message will be displayed. Note that when the optional “-use_test_db” 
parameter is specified, all the following tests will be carried against the testing database instead 
of the XSEDE production database.  
 
 
Usage: 
    gateway_submit_attributes -gateway_user <user@mygateway.org> 

    -submit_time <submission_time> -jobid <jobid> [-use_test_db] 
 
 



    or 
 
    gateway_submit_attributes -f <attributes_filename> [-use_test_db] 
 

Test 2: Confirm that gateway_submit_attributes is functional  
Description: submit an example attributes with properly formatted parameters 
 
Steps:  

1. As a non-privileged user, run the following command 
 
$ <full path to install dir>/gateway_submit_attributes -use_test_db -
gateway_user <user@mygateway.org> -submit_time <submission_time> -
jobid <jobid> 
 
An example looks as follows: 
/usr/local/gateway/gateway_submit_attributes -use_test_db -gateway_user 
yuma@gateway.iu.edu -submit_time "2014-08-01 09:30:33-04:00" -jobid 
538912 
 
Results: a success message will be displayed 
 
INFO - Gateway attributes [ gateway_user = yuma@gateway.iu.edu ; 
submit_time = 2014-08-01 09:30:33-04:00 ; jobid = 538912 ] submitted 
successfully. 
 
The same message is also logged under user’s home directory: 
$HOME/gateway_attributes_log/history/gateway_submit_attributes-<current-date>.log 

Test 3: Confirm that gateway_submit_attributes is functional when XDCDB is  
temporarily unavailable.  
Description: Refer to the INSTALL file in the package on simulating database outage. 
 
Steps: As a non-privileged user, repeat Test 2 under database outage simulation.  
 
Results: an error message will be displayed and a log file generated.  
 
DBI 
connect('dbname=teragrid;host=cdb.xsede.org;port=3333;sslmode=require'
,'gw_att_user',...) failed: could not translate host name "cdb.xsede.org" to 



address: Name or service not known at 
/usr/local/gateway/gateway_submit_attributes.real line 30 

ERROR - Error accessing database at this time, please try again 
later.Gateway attributes information logged in 
/home/yuma/gateway_attributes_log/gateway_attributes_entry.538912.201
4-08-01_09-30-33-04-00 
 
The ERROR message is also logged under user’s home directory: 
$HOME/gateway_attributes_log/history/gateway_submit_attributes-<current-date>.log 

Test 4: Confirm that gateway_submit_attributes is functional with the logfile 
option when XDCDB is back available.  
 
Steps: As a non-privileged user, run the following command under normal XDCDB state: 
 
$ <full path to install dir>/gateway_submit_attributes -use_test_db -f 
<attributes_filename> 
 
An example looks as follows:  
 
$ /usr/local/gateway/gateway_submit_attributes -use_test_db -f 
/home/yuma/gateway_attributes_log/gateway_attributes_entry.538921.201
4-08-01_09-30-33-04-00 
 
Results: a success message will be displayed:  
 
INFO - Gateway attributes [ gateway_user = yuma@gateway.iu.edu ; 
submit_time = 2014-08-01 09:30:33-04:00 ; jobid = 538912 ] submitted 
successfully. 
INFO - Log file 
/home/yuma/gateway_attributes_log/gateway_attributes_entry.538912.201
4-08-01_09-30-33-04-00 can now be deleted. 
 
The same message is also logged under user’s home directory: 
$HOME/gateway_attributes_log/history/gateway_submit_attributes-<current-date>.log 
 

Test 5: Administrative bulk submission 
Description: A gateway_bulk_submit script is included in the package for administrative 



convenience. Refer to the INSTALL file in the package for details.  
 
Steps:  

1. As a non-privileged user, run the following command 
$ <full path to install dir>/gateway_bulk_submit -use_test_db 

 
Results: a brief help message will be displayed. Note that when the optional “-use_test_db” 
parameter is specified, all the tests will be carried against the testing database instead of the 
XSEDE production database.  
 
 
Usage: 
    gateway_bulk_submit -use_test_db -gateway_user 
<user@mygateway.org> -f 
    <bulk_attributes_filename> 
 
 
    or 
 
    gateway_bulk_submit -resubmit [-use_test_db] 
 
 

2. Create a file in the same format as sample.txt provided in the package, containing 
multiple lines of <jobid, submit_time> attribute pairs, and run the following command: 
$ <full path to install dir>/gateway_bulk_submit -gateway_user 

<user@mygateway.org> -f <bulk_attributes_filename> 
 

Results: all attributes in the file will be either submitted or logged in case of failures, as 
described in previous tests. 
 

3. Run the following command:  
$ <full path to install dir>/gateway_bulk_submit -resubmit 
 

Results: all logged entries under 
$HOME/gateway_attributes_log/gateway_attributes_entry.<jobid>.<submit_time> will be either 
submitted or logged in case of failures, as described in previous tests 
 
 


